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cosmophobia dictionary definition cosmophobia defined - cosmophobia definition noun uncountable 1 fear or dread of
outer spaceorigin cosmo phobia, what the heck is cosmophobia cosmophobia - this site will deal with various claims that
invoke cosmophobia where the fear factor is pumped up in claims in order to make something fairly mundane sound sinister
and threatening in addition to claims made about astronomy we will also look into claims touching on other fields of science
such as geology and vulcanology, cosmophobia definition and meaning wordnik com - morrison who heads the lunar
science institute at the ames research center in northern california has coined a term for the phenomenon cosmophobia a
fear of the cosmos undefined david morrison has coined the term cosmophobia fear of the cosmos for these concerns and
has seen a huge increase in the phenomenon this year, definition of cosmophobia new word suggestion collins cosmophobia the verb used to is a marginal modal verb unlike the other modal verbs it is only found in the past tense
therefore when it is used with do to make negatives and questions the form of the auxil, oenophobia definition of
oenophobia by the free dictionary - define oenophobia oenophobia synonyms oenophobia pronunciation oenophobia
translation english dictionary definition of oenophobia a dislike of or hatred for wine oenophobe enophobe oinophobe n see
also wine oenophobia definition of oenophobia by the free dictionary, what does osmophobia mean definitions net freebase 0 00 0 votes rate this definition osmophobia osmophobia or olfactophobia refers to a fear aversion or psychological
hypersensitivity to odors the phobia generally occurs in chronic migraine sufferers who may have odor triggered migraines,
misophobia definition of misophobia by the free dictionary - misophobia musophobia mysophobia an abnormal fear of
dirt especially of being contaminated by dirt, definition of cosmophobia lotsofwords com - definition of cosmophobia fear
or dread of outer space word in 11 letters this definition of the word cosmophobia is from the wiktionary where you can also
find the etimology other senses synonyms antonyms and examples, polyphobia definition of polyphobia by medical
dictionary - disclaimer all content on this website including dictionary thesaurus literature geography and other reference
data is for informational purposes only, definition of autophobia medicinenet - autophobia an abnormal and persistent
fear of loneliness of being alone a fear of solitude sufferers from autophobia may experience anxiety even though they
realize that being alone does not threaten their well being they may worry about being ignored and unloved or they may
worry about intruders strange noises or the possibility of developing a medical problem
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